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The Magma Geopark
is rich in historical
sites. Here is a list
of sites well worth
a visit.

Rosslandsguden

All sites along the trail
are easily accessible.
Read more about each
site on our website.

Rock carvings
Helleren

For accurate location
use QR code.

Fedrenes Minne Museum
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Rock carvings in Sokndal

At the centre of Sokndal, you will find rock
carvings consisting of at least seven boat
figures, one foot sole, and 16 cup marks
dating to 1800–500 BCE.
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Hedningeholmen (Pagans Islet) – Egersund
A place for worshipping the old norse gods. When
Norway was christened, the people changed their
god, but the actual worshipping continued at the
same site. There has been a church here for the
last thousand years. The beautiful Egersund
Town Church dates back to the 1600s.
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Helleren in Jøssingfjord

Here, people have lived their lives sheltered
by the rock for thousands of years. The two
small rock houses beneath the massive cliff
wall have no outer layer on their roofs, and
are truly special.
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Rock carvings at Varberg – Egersund

A centrally located recreational area with walking
trail, information boards, and telescope, with the
possibility of finding treasures such as compass
roses dating to the 1600s and the 1800s, along
with rock carvings dating to the Late Bronze Age
(app. 1000–500 BCE).
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Bue farm/Solbjørgnipa – Bjerkreim

The remains of the Bue farmstead, dating
back to 200–550 BCE, are easily visible and
counted among the most valuable cultural
heritage in Rogaland County. Bue Farm is a
typical Iron Age farm.
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Stoplesteinane – Egersund

A ring consisting of 16 vertical stones, which
according to local legend dates back to the Viking
Age (app. 800–1000 CE). However, studies show
that the ring may actually be graves dating back
to the Bronze Age, so the site is still a mystery.
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Rosslandsguden – Hauge i Dalane

The origins of this male head figure is highly
controversial, but today’s modern specialists
are inclined to think that the head may be
prehistoric – and that the Rossland area may
have been a place of worship in the Early
Iron Age (500 BCE to 500 CE).
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Fedrenes Minne Museum – Hidra

Find out more about Hidra’s history, from the
Stone Age to modern times! There, you can
see replicas from the Hæstad finds; arm and
neck rings of gold dated to app. 800 CE, and
the “Hidra pickaxe”; an app. 8600-year-old
walrus tooth.
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Helleren in Lund

A Stone Age settlement close to E39 in
Lund. It contains finds from the Norwegian
Mesolithic Age (8100–4000 BCE). More rock
shelters and other cultural heritage sites.
The Singing Stone is also well worth a visit.

